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Goals for today

• Convince you of the importance of technical reading and 

writing, as well as effective data display

• Show you some tips and tricks that I’ve learned over the 

years that have helped me in all three areas
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Why technical reading and writing?

• Although we spend most of our time thinking about technical 

content – theories, applications, software, etc. – we also 

have to communicate our designs/analyses to various 

stakeholders

• We use a combination of oral, visual, and written 

communication

• Common forms of written communication include:

– For those in academia: 
• Publishing articles in journals and conferences
• Writing other pieces like commentaries, editorials, op-eds, and magazine articles

– For those in industry:
• Writing technical reports, memos, and briefs
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Technical writing: Our currency for communication

In Academia: peer-reviewed journal articles
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http://www.nature.com/nature/dna50/watsoncrick.pdf

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v315/n6016/pdf/315207a0.pdf

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v409/n6822/pdf/409860a0.pdf

http://www.nature.com/nature/dna50/watsoncrick.pdf
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v315/n6016/pdf/315207a0.pdf
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v409/n6822/pdf/409860a0.pdf


Technical writing: Our currency for communication
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https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2035389

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2035389


Technical reading: What I read (and publish in)
General air pollution and other environmental
• Environmental Science and Technology
• Atmospheric Environment
• Aerosol and Air Quality Research
• Journal of Aerosol Science
• Aerosol Science and Technology
• Environmental Pollution
• Chemosphere
• Journal of the Air and Waste Management 

Association

Buildings
• Indoor Air
• Building and Environment
• Energy and Buildings
• HVAC&R Research
• ASHRAE Transactions
• ASCE Journal of Architectural Engineering
• Construction and Building Materials
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Energy systems (conversion, storage, etc.)
• Solar Energy
• Renewable Energy
• Energy Policy
• Energy
• Applied Energy
• Energy Conversion and Management

Environmental Health
• Environmental Health Perspectives
• Journal of Exposure Science and 

Environmental Epidemiology
• Inhalation Toxicology
• Journal of Occupational and 

Environmental Hygiene
• Annals of Occupational Hygiene
• Clinical Infectious Diseases
• Journal of Infectious Diseases
• Epidemiology
• American Journal of Epidemiology

Other
• Sensors
• PLoS ONE
• ISME Journal
• Risk Analysis
• PNAS



Technical writing: Our currency for communication
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In industry: technical reports



TECHNICAL READING & WRITING
Tips and tricks
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Technical writing: The process
• Technical writing starts with technical reading

– Your research directions and goals must be informed by and grounded in the 
existing literature

– Need to be able to critically read technical articles

• Then, after you design and perform your experiments/simulations (based 
on prior readings), collect data, and analyze, you need to be proficient in 
being able to tell a story via writing, tables, and figures
– Following the formatting guidelines of the journal you intend to submit to or 

the report template you have to follow

• This goes out for review and with some luck, you’ll get published
– The peer review process is a story for another day

• Editing is easier than writing, so don’t be afraid to put words – any words 
– on the page and edit them later
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Reading technical articles

• I have found “active” or “deliberate” reading to be very useful

• Go into an article with a mission – something you want to 

learn specifically

• Worry about the details once you see the results
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In practice: When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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When I was a graduate student…
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Moving from reading to writing

When one of my favorite authors, Hunter S. Thompson, was about 21 
years old, he “used a typewriter to copy F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great 
Gatsby and Ernest Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms in order to learn 
about the writing styles of the authors”
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When I was a graduate student, I copied 
this idea and fully translated a paper by 
colleagues that I admire on a subject 
relevant to what I was working on:



Moving from reading to writing
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Moving from reading to writing
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Moving from reading to writing
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What makes a paper?

Introduction
• 3 paragraphs (about 12 citations)
Methods
• 13 paragraphs (few citations)
• Equations if necessary
Results
• 4 paragraph, 5 figures, 1 table
Discussion
• 7 paragraphs (several citations)
• Another figure and table for relevance
Conclusions
• 1 paragraph
Acknowledgements
References

Total: 25-30 paragraphs



Technical writing: Choosing a journal for your work

• You should pick a journal that has aims and scope that fit 

your work

– A good place to look is the references in your own paper
• Whatever journal is cited most might tell you where you should target

– Also be honest about the quality and potential impact of your paper
• Can be tough to do

– Then look up author guidelines and see if you can start to manipulate 
your document into their formats

• Typically:

– Abstract, Intro, Background (sometimes), Methods, Results, 
Discussion, Conclusion (sometimes), References, and any 
Supplementary Information (published online only)

– 4000 to 8000 words depending on the journal (varies)
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Reference management: HUGE time saver

• One of the biggest time savers you can utilize is to use a 

citation/reference manager

• I use Zotero and keep all of my papers in PDF form 

downloaded into a single ‘articles’ folder

– Saved as: Author et al 2013 – Journal – Title.pdf
– You can download CSL files that govern the citation format used by 

the journal you are targeting (swappable)
– Use tags in Zotero to speed up your search

• Others use Mendeley, Endnote, and others
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Other writing time savers

• Write while you work:

– The best time to write your methods section is when you are 
performing your methods

– When you begin collecting data, begin thinking about how to tell your 
story

• Your introduction and background should also already be 

written in some form before you even start your work

• Think of the way you will present your final tables/graphs, as 

the majority of your actual work will go to making these

– Or more accurately, collecting data to make them
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Questions on reading and writing?

• Or tips and tricks that have worked for you?
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